
Fermi Paradox
WHERE IS EVERYBODY?



Starry, Starry, Night!

We only see about 2,500 stars -one 

hundred-millionth of the stars in our 

galaxy



Where are we and how many other 

suns are there in the Milky Way?



There are between 100-400 billion stars 

just in the Milky Way Galaxy!



1996 – Hubble Space Telescope 

conducted the Deep Field Study.

They scanned a small blank patch for 
11 days.



There are about 100 billion galaxies in 

the known Universe

When they looked at the image they 

saw over 3,500 Galaxies!  



“SO…Is there other intelligent life out 

there?

• What % of stars are “sun-like” (similar in size, temperature, and luminosity) —opinions 

typically range from 5% to 20%

• What % of sun-like stars might have an Earth-like planet (one with similar temperature 

conditions that could have liquid water and potentially support life similar to that on Earth). 

—opinions typically range from 20% to 50%

• If 1% of Earth-like planets develop life and then on 1% of those Earth-like planets, the life 

advances to an intelligent level like it did here on Earth…

• THEN in the Milky Way (100 billion stars), we’d estimate that there are 1 billion

Earth-like planets and 100,000 intelligent civilizations in our galaxy.



SETI (Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence) is an 

organization dedicated to listening for signals 

from other intelligent life.

Shouldn’t SETI’s satellite dish 

array pick up all kinds of signals?



THAT is the Fermi paradox 

• Enrico Fermi (1901–1954)

• Nobel Prize winning physicist at University of Chicago.

• Architect of the nuclear age – developed the first nuclear reactor demonstrating the first self-

sustaining nuclear chain reaction in 1942.

• 1950 Fermi discussed the conflict between arguments of probability that intelligent life should 

in the universe, and a total lack of evidence of intelligent life having ever arisen anywhere 

other than on the Earth.



So where is everybody?

a. Super-intelligent life could very well have already visited Earth, but 

before we were here or are observing us zoo-like.

b. The galaxy has been colonized, but we just live in some desolate rural 

area of the galaxy.

c. The entire concept of physical colonization is a hilariously backward 

concept to a more advanced species

d. There are scary predator civilizations out there, and most intelligent life 

knows better than to broadcast any outgoing signals and advertise their 

location

e. There’s plenty of activity and noise out there, but our technology is too 

primitive and we’re listening for the wrong things.



So where is everybody?

g. Higher civilizations are here, all around us. But we’re too primitive to 

perceive them.

h. We’re completely wrong about our reality...

OR

We haven’t passed thru the Great Filter yet.

f. We are receiving contact from other intelligent life, but the government is 

hiding it. 



The Great Filter

 The Great Filter theory says that at some point from pre-life to 

intelligence, there’s a wall that all or nearly all attempts at life 

hit. There’s some stage in that long evolutionary process that is 

extremely unlikely or impossible for life to get beyond. 

 That point is called The Great Filter.





Where are other 100,000 intelligent civilizations? 

3 Theories

 We’re Rare – we’re the only ones (Great Filter is Behind Us). 

 We’re the First in Milky

Way out of the 100,000.

 We’re Screwed (the Great Filter is Ahead of Us)



Steve think’s: The Great Filter is Ahead of Us

Are we the Rare Ones – No indication of that in known science.

Are we First – we actually have a young sun so not first.

Are we Screwed – NOT if you all live up to your potential!



FOCUS on the Great Filter Issues

that are Ahead of Us

 Emerging Pandemic Threats: new emergent diseases include 

HIV and AIDS, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), 

avian influenza, the influenza virus, and yet to be discovered.

 Existential Manmade Threat: Nuclear Holocaust.

 Human populations exponential growth is unsustainable 

because of resource depletion and Environmental Degradation.



The Great Filter: Emerging Pandemic Threats

 Insufficient capacity to produce vaccine.

 Speed of global trade/people exceeds ability to quarantine outbreak.

 Mass population centers (e.g. Mexico City; 21 mil) induce disease 
spread.

 Increase risk of human developed gene-manipulated strain of virus 
that gets release (think zombies).



The Great Filter: Nuclear Holocaust

 Cold War Facts (1960-90s):   USA: 66,500 nuclear warheads.    Soviet Union: 

55,000 nuclear warheads

 Captain Steve Mouras’ Experienced as a Cold Warrior.  

 SALT Talks Reduced Risk Significantly

 Today - USA: 6800, Russia: 7000 ICBMs

 Emerging Threats in 2017: N. Korea, Pakistan, Iran, terrorist



 REAL Threat remains Russia and USA

 Russia in 2015 developed a long-range stealth nuclear torpedo:

 6,200 miles range

 Travelling at 100 knots

 100-megaton warhead could devastate US coast with massive tsunami up to 1,650ft high, wiping out 

all living things 930 miles deep inside US territory

 Thermonuclear warhead has a layer of cobalt-59, on detonation transmuted into highly radioactive 

cobalt-60 with a significant half-life longer guarantee "that everything living will be killed”.

 USA: Idle comments by leaders about enhancing nuclear weapons.

The Great Filter: Nuclear Holocaust



The Great Filter: Unsustainable Human Populations

Population Growth is already beyond the sustainable high

& middle income level.





The Great Filter: Unsustainable Impact to Earth

 Decline in Industrial Capacity and Non-renewable Resources.

 Increasing Challenges to squeeze more production out of Land 

and Water.

 Increase in Pollution and its Unknown long-term Impacts to the 

Earth.



The Limits to 

Growth is a 1972 

book about a 

computer simulation 

of exponential

economic and 

population growth 

with finite resource 

supplies.



The Great Filter: Can we Make it Through?

YES…We Can!

FOCUS on the big issues: Pandemic, Nucs, Sustainability.

SUPPORT Leaders that Address these Existential Threats…and 

reject the other fools!

BECOME one of these Sustainability Leaders.



We Live in a beautiful place!

And there’s so much more waiting for 

us – out there.

Let’s take care of what we got!


